Aristotle described man as a social animal, but in the twentieth century man can be quoted as a societal and political animal. Society is commonly defined as a group of interacting people living in a specific geographical area, organized in a co-operative manner and sharing a common culture. A society is a social group, while a culture is a society's system of common heritage. There can be no society without its culture and no culture without a society. Man is born as a social being; he attains sociality and becomes a cultured man by following certain rules made by the society.
SHARMA 27 undergoing incredible cultural transformation and reshaping itself from a homogeneous culture into a hybrid one.
Socio-cultural aspects
Indian English literature projects the ills of the society with a view to making the society realize its mistake and make amends. Indian English novelists have been showing deep concern about these problems in the past also; in fact, a sustained level of involvement with social issues of caste and gender discrimination has marked the writings. During the last decade of the twentieth century, some brilliant writers in India have written much about social ills. Mulk Raj Anand with his novel Untouchable made a protest against the tradition that deprived many people of their rights of legitimate living.
Socio-cultural and political changes, social evils like casteism, purdah pratha, child marriage, poverty, exploitation, disparity, cultural-conflict, historical happenings, realism and romantic tales are a common theme in the novels of this period. But social ills like untouchability were a prominent theme.
According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary the untouchable is defined as "a member of the lowest-caste Hindu group or a person outside the caste system, contact with whom is traditionally held to defile members of higher castes." However then came Indian writers who told the story, the way it should be told, and who did not just write about village life but also social ills and exploitation. Art is not necessarily for art's sake. A novel must have a social purpose. It must place before something from the society's point of Rushdie explores the complexity of the relationships in modern India that we now take for granted and raises the issues of racial hybredity, identity, and dislocation. In 1981, Midnight's Children brought about a Renaissance in Indian writing in English, which has outdone that of the 1930s. Salman, through his narrator skill, brings his childhood memories back and joins the past with the present. Spanning over three decades and three countries, India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, this novel seek to build a bridge between reminiscences and experiences, socio-cultural, magical realism and historical events. Rushdie's ambitious novel rejects the British colonial versions of India and constructs a new world and a new depiction of Indian citizens and history in an attempt to provide greater truth to Indian images, social views and history.
In Midnight's Children, the story moves in different parts of the Indian Subcontinent-from Kashmir to Agra and then to Bombay, Lahore, Dhaka. Rushdie brings together various histories of origin and cultural differences in the subcontinent. He memorizes the national life of India, its birth, growth and various pitfalls. Saleem, the protagonist highlights the inherent heterogeneity and tendency SHARMA 29 for fragmentation. He has "eyes as blue as Kashmiri sky-which were also the eyes as blue as methwold's and a nose as dramatic as a Kashmiri father's which was also the nose of grandmother from France." (MC, 157) Magical realism provides cultural and social hybridity, depicted through the culture and character diversity within the novel, allows new images of colonial and postcolonial Indian citizens to emerge. As the characters become hybridized socially, the novel depicts societal shifts and historical changes through these character interactions and subsequent character changes. The relationships between the other "midnight's children," with whom Saleem is able to convey with his magical force, alter after these kids learn their parent's religious and traditional opinions. Before this cultural indoctrination, the children communicate with each other openly, able to discuss their different gifts and talents, but after learning their cultural traditions, the relationships between the children disintegrate.
Being thrown or having-fallen into the complex history of postIndependence India, Saleem and his midnight's children reflect the 'conflict in socio-cultural heritages' of India. Indeed, 'their heads were full of all the usual things, fathers, mothers, money, food, land, possessions, fame, power, God' (MC, 290). Taking a negative stance against inherited cultural determinants of identity, Saleem structures his story in a certain way to show he can do something about what he has been made of: 'From ayah to Widow, I've been the sort of person to whom things have been done, but Saleem Sinai, perennial victim, persists in seeing himself as protagonist. ' (MC, 330) Saleem assumes the posture of a loner, whose social ties have been severed and who confines himself to his writing. Even though he is writing his memoir, he shares his authorship, with Padma, who forms with him a community of two lovers. -and-classes, capital-and-labour, them-and-us to come between us! We… must be a third principle, we must be the force which drives between the horns of the dilemma, for only by being other, by being new, can we fulfil the promise of our birth. (MC,
354)
The very failure of M.C.C. draws attention to the ways in which older understandings of both individuality and community contribute to this dissolution.
Saleem wants them to be a third thing, but his understanding of community is based on both local communitarian models and the new national ideals with a prominent allegorical leader at the top. Rushdie, through Saleem's narration, explains the process of Indian colonization by the various European powers, such as the Portuguese and the British, along with Bombay's central role in the Indian independence movement, to achieve independence from Great Britain. Using Bombay as the novel's setting, with its religious diversity, social caste differences, and multiplicity, allows the novel to illustrate the struggles of forming a postcolonial identity, due to the various types and number of people present in the city. The city itself is a hybrid, of Muslim, Sikh, Hindu, and Christian; of young and old; of the past and the present moment; within this context, the novel becomes SHARMA 31 able to express new versions of Indian history and accurately illustrate Indian postcolonial citizens.
The novel describes the origins of Bombay and illustrates the city's evolutions and changes. Saleem describes the first settlers of the city:
The fishermen were here first….at the dawn of time, when
Bombay was a dumbbell-shaped island tapering, at the center, to a narrow shining strand beyond which could be seen the finest and largest natural harbour in Asia, when Mazagaon and Worli, Matunga and Mahim, Salsette and Colaba were islands, too-in short, before reclamation, before tetrapods and sunken piles turned the Seven Isles into a long peninsula like an outstretched, grasping hand, reaching into the Arabian Sea; in this primeval world before clock towers, the fishermen-who were called Kolis-sailed in Arab dhows, spreading red sails against the setting sun. They caught pomfret and crabs, and made fish-lovers of us all.
There were also coconuts and rice. And, above it all, the benign presiding influence of the goddess Mumbadevi, whose nameMumbadevi, Mumbabai, Mumbai-may well have become the city's. (Rushdie, Saleem gives every necessary detail about Bombay. The narrator names the regions and island of Bombay, "Mazagaon, Worli, Matunga, Mahim, Salsette, and Colaba," and refers to the natural crops of the region, "coconuts and rice." (121) Rushdie, through these 'primitive' images of early Bombay, demonstrates the difficulty in assigning a point of origin for a city, a nation, or the people. The narrator, Saleem continues to describe the colonization of Bombay, and demonstrates how power shifted from the early settlers to the later colonizers. The
Portuguese and British illustrated their power by shifting the city's association with the "benign residing influence of the Goddess Mumbadevi, whose name may well SHARMA 32 have become the city's." (MC, 121) Instead, "the Portuguese named the place Bom Bhai for its harbour, and not for the goddess of the pomfret folk." (MC, 122) Renaming the city, from Mumbai to the Portuguese "Bom Bhai" and later to the British "Bombay," shows the power shifts within the city and the nation. Later the city was renamed as Mumbai in 1996, the city remained "Bombay" until that date.
The novel's characters, both in social rank and religious beliefs, reflect the diversity present within a Bombay's own massive population. Saleem comes from a middle-class Muslim family, while his "ayah," or nanny, Mary Pereira, is a Christian convert, who works for the Saleem's family. Shiva, a character born, like Saleem, as one of the "midnight's children" on the night of Indian independence, yet is a Hindu who was raised in extreme poverty. The religious and social diversity of the characters echoes the diversity in Bombay itself, because the mixing and melding of various cultures and traditions within Bombay represents social hybridization. Saleem continuously connects himself to Bombay, seeking to hold on to some inherent idea of "Bombay," which are removed from him when he becomes associated with other regions. Although Saleem's family history stems from Kashmir, a mountainous region in the Indian subcontinent, he remains disconnected from Kashmir: "in our house, we were infected with the alienness of In the novel, cultural tension or conflict is not only seen in between the British and the Indian, but in a larger scale between the Indian and the western culture, which is now anchored in the United States. Despite the power shift from Britain to the U.S, it is always the domination of the western culture that set India in a cultural predicament. Just as Kiran Desai writes in her novel The Inheritance of Loss, "Certain moves made long ago had produced all of them: Sai, judge, Mutt, cook, and even the mashed-potato car."
The Judge, who is born in a farmer's family, climbs up the social ladder and become a judge in the Civil Service through hardworking in a mission school and then at Cambridge University. It seems that in colonial days, the western language and culture were equated with power, and were therefore greatly admired among Indians. In this way, the re-stratification of Indian society by English education SHARMA 35 resulted in the establishment of cultural hierarchy-the western culture occupied a predominant position compared to the native culture.
In The Inheritance of Loss, We can perceive the attempt to resist western domination of the young people such as Biju, Gyan, and Sai, though the resistance is hardly effective. They are a little different from the judge and the cook who accept the existing cultural hierarchy whole-heartedly and make no effort to resist. AND then there aren't even many Gurkhas here -some of course, and some newly retired ones coming in from Hong Kong, but otherwise they are only sherpas, coolies" "Anglicized spelling. They're just changing it to -" "My left toe! Why are they writing in English if they want to have Nepali taught in schools? These people are just louts, and that's the truth, Noni, you know it, we all know it". (IHL, 247) Socio-religious and cultural barrier is maintained by the third world people even in a foreign land. Biju does it by fighting a Pakistani, even in America. They are desperately trying to hold on to old truths because the world is changing, power balances, positions are shifting, and they cannot stop it however hard they try. Poverty is supreme in India of darkness because its wealth fills the bank accounts of the ones living in The India of Light. It is the India of the darkness that the novel sympathizes with, presenting a desolate, gloomy and brutally realistic image of it. Dark India is rotten, corrupted and blackened to the core of those who are filthy rich. The rich want their dogs to be treated like human beings and the poor human beings live like dogs. They expect, "their dogs to be pampered, and walked, and petted, and even washed!" Nepali shouted at Balram, "Don't pull the chain so hard! They're worth more than you are!" (TWT, 78) indicating dogs are more important than the life of a poor man.
Living conditions for the residents of the darkness are frightening and animal like. Educational facilities are sparse. School, where the protagonist Balram studies, is a nightmare. Big lizards crawl around in the school building, the walls are broken and there is no furniture for the students. Electricity poles are there, but SHARMA 38 they are defunct. Dark India has water taps but those are broken and get no supply of water. Adiga jeers at the way government plans for the provision of better facilities of life to the poor masses. Instead of providing them clean drinking water, the government provides these thirsty populaces the mobile phones and cheap call rates.
Electricity poles: defunct Water tap: broken Children: too lean and short for their age (TWT, 20) Children in dark India are like ghosts with oversized heads because of malnutrition. A poor man's life history is engraved in his body. All the whip marks, curves around neck, scars, and cuts on the body of a poor man yell aloud the ravages life has run on him. Rich man's body is soft, smooth and white because of the air-conditioned living atmosphere he could buy for himself with the help of his riches to stay safe from the scorching heat of the Indian plains and the cruel sun.
Balram realizes all these brutal realities; he observes everything around with a keen eye. Though unable to continue his academic education, he resumes with the worldly education. He listens to the people on tea stalls, the roads, the shops and any place and person from where and whom he could learn something.
He did not miss even a single chance to grab the opportunity in his whole life. That is what helped him to become a The White Tiger. He leaves everything that he finds slave like or unlike the rich. He observes his master, Ashok, shopping, notices his choice and next time buys those colours and those prints that Ashok bought for himself.
Blue, chequered polyester shirt, orange polyester trousers… those are the kind of clothes, sir, which would appeal to a servant's eye.
Balram swears not to wear those colours and cloths in his life again.
Instead, he wears the things that his master likes to wear in order to look like him, which is only a sign of his aspiration to become a master in the coming years. He observes the reasons of widening and an impassable gap between rich and the poor.
Ashok bribes the politicians by giving them the hard-earned money of his village people. His wife jeers at Balram for being unable to pronounce Pizza correctly.
Balram is forced even to take the blame of murder committed by Ashok's wife, Pinky. She happens to crush a child under her car while she is drunk. It infuriates Balram even more; this anger rises day by day, gradually taking the form of a storm inside him. Here he realizes the cruelty of the system and façade of justice is torn apart as he notices the falseness of the higher abstract ideals of truth veracity. He describes the response of the police towards the crimes committed to the members of different classes.
A man on bicycle getting killed -the police even do not have to register a case. A man on motor bike getting killed -they would have to register that. A man in a car getting killed -they would have thrown me in the jail. (TWT, 309) He tries to take his revenge on Ashok in every possible way. He steals petrol from his car and copies his life style. The more his master gets rich, the more it enrages Balram. The gap between rich and poor can be seen in another incidence.
Ashok hires a golden haired call girl who looks like Kim Basinger. In an act of imitation, Balram pays all of his pay to sleep with a golden haired girl just to get the feeling of being a master. When the girl comes, it is revealed that her hair are dyed, they are not real. He wonders at the way things happen in life.
That was when it hit me, in the way it never had before -how the rich always get the best things in life, and all that we get is their 
Socio-Political and Religious Aspects
India is a nation richly imbued with religious sentiment and belief.
According to M. Rajeshwar, "Most Indians are at least in theory, religious in outlook" (Rajeshwar, 24) . In Indian society one's faith is much more than merely a personal inclination, for, it defines an individual's identity. Every aspect of life in India is associated with caste and religion giving it a cultural identity of India, religion shapes and constructs the distinct identity of the individual.
In Hindu tradition, caste is associated with "creation myth" of humankind, which in the dismemberment of the primeval cosmic man into "four different castes" designates the menial part to servants. (Tickell, 22) Thus, as the low-caste, "in the margins of caste system," servants exemplify "outcast" or "untouchable" communities whose duties entail performing "dirty, spiritually polluting activities such as leather work, street sweeping, rubbish collection and disposing of the The novel is the story of social relationships and the compulsions of history.
It portrays caste system and hierarchy, which is still prevalent in India, and patriarchy, which is another powerful component of Indian society. One of the dominant social-political concerns in Arundhati's novel is the rigid caste-structure to be seen in India. Women, children, untouchables, and poor are the oppressed a lot in the society.
Roy succeeds in locating her voice against Untouchability and caste system in the novel. Velutha's grandfather Kelan, along with a number of other untouchables embraced Christianity. Even, the religious conversion fails to give the dispossessed an esteemed able status. Irrespective of religious affiliation the underdogs remain as fallen as ever in the dog-eat-dog-society:
When the British came to Malabar, a number of Paravans… converted to Christianity and joined the Anglican church to escape the scourge of untouchability… it did not take them long to realize that they had jumped from the frying pain into fire they were made to have separate churches, with separate services, and separate priests. After independence they found they were not titled to any Government benefits like job reservation or bank loans at low interest rates, because officially, on paper, they were Christians, and therefore Castless. (GOST, 74) SHARMA 46
Roy, points out those unnoticed shades of a social problem of the Dalit and the deserted women, which generally escape the eyes of social scientists. It is also ironical that the church makes a distinction between lower caste and upper caste.
The caste taboos were still prevalent and not a part of India's past story:
Mammachi told… Paravans were expected to crawl backwards with a broom, sway their footprints so that Brahmins or Syrian Christians would not defile themselves by accidentally stepping into a Paravan's footprint. In Mammachi's time Paravans's like other untouchables, were not allowed to walk on public roads, or allowed to cover their upper bodies, not allowed to carry umbrellas. They had to put their hands over their mouths when they spoke, to divert their polluted breath away from those whom they addressed. (GOST, (73) (74) Velutha is a highly talented worker. He is a mechanic and a keen craftsman.
However, his exceptional talents and skills, his keen understanding and deep sensibility did not get the respect from any one of those who were far less talented. People were awed by him, could not get over the fact of his being a Parvan, an untouchable. Despite being Christians, Mammachi and Baby Kochamma adhere to notions of social hierarchy which derive from the Hindu caste system. Mammachi is quite clear about how to draw lines:
To keep the others happy, and since she knew that nobody else would hire him as a carpenter, Mammachi paid Velutha less than she would a Touchable carpenter but more than she would a Paravan. Mammachi didn't encourage him to enter the house (except when she needed something mended or installed) She thought he ought to be grateful that he was allowed on the factory premises at all, and allowed to touch the thing that Touchables touched. She said that it was a big step for a Paravan. (GOST, 77) SHARMA 47
Velutha is trapped by Comrade Pillai into plotting. In police custody Pillai doesn't even mention that Velutha is a member of the communist party. In another place, the comrade is seen discussing with Chacko, the matter of Velutha's dismissal from the job. Pillai did it all because he considers Velutha as his future competitor in the party. Even after the death of Velutha, he did not hold himself in any way personally responsible for what has happened. He dismissed the whole business as the, "Inheritable Consequence of Necessary Politics". (GOST, 14)
Velutha represents the class of the downtrodden used by the politicians and the police as mere pawns in the political game of chess. He refused to help Velutha when he needed him. Velutha stands betrayed by society, by his party, which has been seen by millions like him to be a substitute for religion. Inspector Mathew's behaviour with Ammu is totally uncivil. After Sophie mole's burial, when Ammu came to the police to tell the truth Mathew whose, "eyes were sly and greedy… stared at Ammu…He said the police knew all they needed to know and that Kottayam police did not take statements from Vashyas or their illegitimate children." (GOST, (7) (8) Roy at several places uses the expression Touchable police, in order to remind the readers of its role in oppressing the untouchable as also the fact that its role in sustaining the caste based division of society. Here the lower classes are denied forcefully their basic rights to equality. In their chasing of Velutha, they show much alertness as if they were catching a terrorist:
They were not arresting a man; they were exorcising fear…Touchable police men acted with economy, not frenzy.
Efficiency, not anarchy. Responsibility, not hysteria. They didn't tear out his hair or burn him alive… After epidemic they were SHARMA 48 merely inoculating a community against an outbreak. (GOST,
307-309)
Velutha, the untouchable is the worst affected of all. As a person he is dependent on his landlord's family, the Ayemenem house for his livelihood, and as a person belonging to the lowest caste, the untouchables, and his subjugation is multiple. He is brutally killed, leaving silence and emptiness in Estha and Rahel's lives, and loneliness in Ammu's. Baby Kochamma is a woman and hence oppressed by patriarchy but because she belongs to the upper caste and hence responsible for the oppression of untouchables and Ammu and her twins. It is this power struggle that captures one's attention and needs to be examined. Baby When fighting on Christmas day, Gyan argues that it is completely nonsense for a non-westerner to enjoy such a holiday, while Sai insists that it is only an excuse for a party, which shows her broad-mindedness toward a different culture. Grown up in the convent school, Sai, like her grandfather, speaks English better than Hindu and has a lifestyle more English than Indian. Discussing racism, Desai notes that there is an underlying racism to the comment, "Another Indian
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writer" in the west, one never hears the comment, "Another American author", she asserts. Writing political controversy needs much experience.
In The White Tiger, Adiga says India is divided into two parts, India of light (Rich) and India of dark (Poor). The biggest difference between these two India is that of choice. In India of light one at least has the choice to choose for himself, but Adiga's novel is a brutally realistic exposition of class struggle between two opposite strata of society, exploitation of the poor by the rich. Class-consciousness is the awareness of the truth of the social conditions. Balram, the protagonist breaks the shackles of class through class-consciousness. His education and awareness make him class conscious and rips the façade of the division of society. He awaits a revolution to turn the system on its head, to make the rich capitalists powerless.
Speak to me of civil war, I told Delhi. I will, she said. Speak to me of blood on streets, I said. I will, she said. And if there is blood on these streets -I asked the city -do you promise that he'll be the first to go -that man with the fat folds under his neck? (TWT, 221) Corruption is rampant in the novel, and part of the socio-economic problem that prevents the ordinary Indian like Balram from rising out of poverty. Balram portrays a school teacher who steals the children's lunch money because he is not paid his government salary, a child who loses his father to TB at a government hospital because the doctor does not bother to turn up, and he participates in little and big acts of dishonesty and cheating. Rahel, Roy has presented sufferings, pain, physical and sexual violence of women in a male dominated society. She spares no literary device to hit hard at the utter hypocrisy, cruelty, and unscrupulousness of an administrative agency whose work is to protect the citizens from the violence of lawbreakers and the social institutions like Family, Marriage, Religion, and Police authority, which are responsible factor for marginalization of women in the novel. Roy also triggers off the great process of self-examination and imprints upon the mind of the readers the notion, that things need to be changed and that they can be changed and must be changed. SHARMA 57
